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. Original Submission
.1. Recommendation
Minor Revision
. Comments to Author:
Dear authors, I have provided my feedback to the Editor. After reading your ms, I found a nice application piece relating
ree-ring growths and ﬂow discharges in an poor gauge mountain region. I recommend this paper should be accepted after
inor revision.
.1. Minor comments
Line 39: Can you use other word instead “In contrast” as it is repeated few lines above?
Line 68: can you specify the scientiﬁc names of trees?
Line 74: Viz., can you try to eliminate it or change it?
Line 91: units?? it should be international system (m3s-1)
Line 1961 1971: For me this section looks like results not like method. Should you move it into result section??
I miss more discussion about the reliability of the reconstruction., do you have some evidence that conﬁrm your results
historical evidence, other proxis..etc) just to reinforce your results. Also, I would like to read more about the reliability of
our input data (as you used it for the correlation). Their reliability is high?, low? reanalysis data works well here? These
uestion, under my opinion, are interesting to be addressed.
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